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T

he March Hare stopped twitching for a moment, and looked longingly
at the jug of milk in front of Alice. As the Mad Hatter resumed his tale,
Alice passed the milk to the distressed rabbit, who gleefully took it
and set it before him, before plunging his front paw up to his shoulder
in the milk. Alice giggled.
“Sparing barely a glance for the fat little man-thing, the Queen took two menacing
steps towards Alice. Her tiny mouth twisted on her enormous head, and she muttered hateful things: ‘All the ways about here belong to me! To me!!’”
“She doesn’t sound very nice,” said Alice.
“She doesn’t sound very nice,” repeated the Mad Hatter.
“I just said that!” said Alice.
“I just said that!” repeated the Mad Hatter once more.
“Are you repeating everything I say?” asked Alice cheerfully.
The Mad Hatter leaned over the trestle table, danger glinting in his wide green
eyes. “Are you repeating everything I say?”
The Dormouse jumped up on top of the teapot and looked over at Alice. “Don’t
worry, Alice, when he gets in these moods, you can make him say anything!”
“Don’t worry, Alice, when he gets in these moods, you can make him say anything!”
“Everything the Mad Hatter says is a lie.”
“Everything the... oh, you’re a clever little Dormouse, aren’t you?”
Alice listened as they continued their bizarre exchange.
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fish corner
idle bread
spud bud stare
unknown spot marker (symbolic)
killed a large number
cover inside row
feeling gases
select one record
fatal computer
mock plaything
sound perception proceeding
resurrected flower
precise demand
dirt world
insinuate invertebrate
request command
standing smelly
sad feathers
declare condition

FISH CORNER!
IDLE BREAD!
SPUD BUD STARE!
UNKNOWN SPOT MARKER (SYMBOLIC)!
KILLED A LARGE NUMBER!
COVER INSIDE ROW!
FEELING GASES!
SELECT ONE RECORD!
FATAL COMPUTER!
MOCK PLAYTHING!
SOUND PERCEPTION PROCEEDING!
RESURRECTED FLOWER!
PRECISE DEMAND!
DIRT WORLD!
INSINUATE INVERTEBRATE!
REQUEST COMMAND!
STANDING SMELLY!
SAD FEATHERS!
DECLARE CONDITION!
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